We prove the existence of positive periodic solutions for a class of nonautonomous competitive periodic Kolmogorov systems which generalize the May᎐ Leonard model. A necessary and sufficient condition is also obtained. ᮊ 1998
This paper deals with the existence of positive periodic solutions for a class of ordinary differential equations which has been considered as relevant for many applications to population dynamics. More precisely, we study the Kolmogorov system . . non-negative real numbers and by ‫ޒ‬ [ 0, qϱ , the set of positive reals.
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Ž .
The assumption of a common period for all the functions h и, x is, i perhaps, a strong restriction, which, nevertheless, has been considered by Ž w several authors see, for instance 2, 4, 9᎐11, 15, 16, 21, 23, 28, 29, 32, 33, x . 35, 38, 40 and the references therein and which is justified by many applications describing the behaviour of the N-species x , . . . , x in a 1 N periodic environment due to seasonal fluctuations. In our main application Ž . Ž . Ž Theorem 1, below we also suppose that system 1 is competiti¨e see w x. 33 , in a weak sense; namely, we assume
H the function h is nonincreasing in the x -¨ariable for each i and j 2 i j Ž . with i / j with, i, j s 1, . . . , N .
With respect to the behaviour of the ith component in absence of the other competitors, we will consider some assumptions of logistic growth. Namely, denoting by e the ith element of the standard orthonormal basis 
Ž . Ž .
ii has a positive T-periodic solution. Actually, one could find minimal and Ž . Ž . maximal positive T-periodic solutions u и and u и such that any positivê 
ing some positivity conditions that will be fixed later. Clearly, looking for a Ž . proper set of assumptions on system 7 in order to reproduce the boundary behaviour of the May᎐Leonard model, we should search for Ž . conditions implying x 4 x when x s 0 with i ' j mod 3 , or, at 
where w and w denote, respectively, the ''inf'' and the ''sup'' taken on
the whole real line, of a function w: ‫ޒ‬ ª ‫.ޒ‬ For further results in this w x Ž . direction, see also 17, p. 121; 34 . Clearly, Eq. 8 can be considered as a Ž . w x Ž model for any of the three 2 = 2 reduced subsystems of 7 . In 1 , the not . Ž . necessarily periodic coefficients in Eq. 8 are assumed to be bounded above and below by positive constants. The case of periodic coefficients considered here allows us to propose a slight improvement for the constraints in the parameters and therefore we assume for the two-dimensional Kolmogorov system
with T-periodic dependence in the t-variable, one of the following conditions:
there are a constant m ) 0 and a T-periodic continuous map
With respect to condition H , we observe that it can be useful to and It could be noteworthy to compare Theorem 1 to a recent result of w x Ortega and Tineo 29 who, under the stronger competitivity assumption Ž . that h t, x , x , x is strictly decreasing in x for all i, j s 1, 2, 3 and
. Ž H h t, Re dt -0, for some R ) 0 and all i s 1, 2, 3 a condition which
Ž .. corresponds to 2 , with the second inequality in 3 , proved that either Ž . system 10 has a positive coexistence state or, alternatively,
for each solution which is positive in all its components. Our result, in view of May᎐Leonard model and Corollary 2 below, can provide coexistence Ž . states for equations when 11 may happen for some solutions. Further w x investigations in this direction have been pursued in 7 where sharp conditions for the alternative coexistencerextinction are given for the strictly monotone case. w x We remark that recently Merino 27 also studied a similar model in the more general setting of reaction diffusion systems with periodic coeffiw x cients. The results in 27 require some smoothness in the h-functions, as Ž . Ž .
Ž . well as the fact that ѨrѨ s h t, s -0 for s ) 0 and h t, s ª yϱ as
ii ii Ž . s ª q ϱ two conditions which are not needed in our case . Thus, the w x theorems in 27 do not contain our results and, in particular, for the Ž . simpler situation described by Eq. 7 , we obtain some improvements in the constraints on the coefficients.
Ž . We wish now to apply Theorem 1 to the GLV system 7 with continu-Ž . Ž . Ž . ous and T-periodic coefficients. For the validity of H , 2 , and 3 , we 2 have to assume that, for i s 1, 2, 3,
Then, we have:
Ž . COROLLARY 1. Assume 12 and suppose that the following inequalities w x hold for all t g 0, T , To illustrate the meaning of the above conditions, let us consider the unsymmetric May᎐Leonard equation with periodic coefficients
Ž .
Ž . 
Ž . Ž .
we obtain that the condition w x The easy proof of the ''only if'' part is omitted. We note that Corollary 2, as well as the more general Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, can be applied to situations which are not covered by other results implying persistence. With this respect, we observe that using the w x Ž . result in 38 for the case of system 14 , it is possible to obtain uniform Ž . persistence and hence, the same conclusion of Theorem 1 under the assumption
Ž . which is not satisfied when 15 holds. w x The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a continuation principle in 8 that Ž . we adapt to the special structure of Eq. 1 . This is discussed in the next section.
AUXILIARY RESULTS AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1
The proof of Theorem 1 will be obtained by means of a continuation Ž w x. lemma based on coincidence degree cf. 24 . To this end, we first embed Ž . Eq. 1 into a one-parameter family of equations of the form 
where h s h , . . . , h : ‫ޒ‬ ª ‫ޒ‬ is a continuous function.
In the sequel, we make use of the following notation. Ä 4 Ä 4 Given any set J s j , . . . , j ; 1, . . . , N of r G 1 indexes, we define,
Ž . each positi¨e T-periodic solution y и of the reduced subsystem

Ž .
We notice that the condition in K has to be considered as vacuously 2 
satisfied when system 18 has no positive T-periodic solutions.
Lemma 1 is an application to Kolmogorov systems of a continuation w x theorem in 8 . A version of Lemma 1 for the case of planar systems was w x recently considered in 3 and applied to various different models for the interaction of two species.
Ž q . N Proof. We prove at first that there is a compact set K K ; ‫ޒ‬ such Ž .
Ž . that any positive T-periodic solution x и of 17 satisifes x t g K K, for all t g ‫.ޒ‬
To see this, assume by contradiction that, for any n g ‫,ގ‬ there is a Ž . Ž . Ž .
Hence, passing to the limit as n ª ϱ, we find that max u s 0 for all
Ž . Using assumption K we know that there is an index l s l such that Notice also that, consistently with the notation introduced above, we have Ž . J Ž . that u s u, as u s 0 for k f J. Hence, according to assumption K ,
there is an index g K such that H h t, u t ; dt / 0. This clearly 0 Ž . contradicts condition 19 we have found before. Thus we have proved the Ž q . N initial claim and we conclude that there is a compact set K K ; ‫ޒ‬ Ž . w x containing all the positive T-periodic solutions 17 for any g 0, 1 . We observe also that K K contains all the positive zeros of h 0 which are, in fact, Ž . positive T-periodic solutions of 17 for s 0.
x y1 w N We take now ) 0 sufficiently small, so that K K ; , , and thus, Ž .
Ž .
Consider also the set in the space C of continuous and T-periodic T N Ž < < . functions x: ‫ޒ‬ ª ‫ޒ‬ endowed with the sup-norm и , defined by 
Looking at K , it appears that it will be easier to check such condition 2 for low-dimensional systems. The case when N s 2, has been recently w x examined in 3 . Here, we propose an application to a three-dimensional system. Now we are in position to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. In order to apply Lemma 1 to system 1 in the competitive case, we choose, for each i s 1, . . . , N,
Ž . Assuming H and 2 , 3 , we can easily check that K and K of Ž . the other hand, from 2 and the second condition in 3 , we can find a constant R ) 0 and, for each i s 1, . . . , N, a continuous and T-periodic
for some g 0, 1 , then, using the fact that h is nonincreasing in the
Ž . suppose that x t ) R for some t g ‫.ޒ‬ By the T-periodicity of x и , we i i can then find two points tЈ and tЉ with tЈ -tЉ -tЈ q T such that Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . w x x tЈ s R, x tЉ s max x t and x t G R, for all t g tЈ, tЉ . This im-
Observe that this first step in the proof uses only the weak competitiv-Ž . Ž . Ž . ity assumption H as well as 2 and 3 , and thus it is valid for any 2 dimension. For the remaining part of the proof, we use in a crucial way the restriction on the dimension N s 3.
Ž . We wish now to check condition K . To this aim, we first observe that 
21
Ž . w x Ž U . for some g 0, 1 . For m and ␥ given in H , we obtain that
w x for all t g 0, T with the strict inequality on a set of positive measure and, by the definition of h 0 , we obtain also that
for any z ) 0 and z G 0, so that with the strict inequality on a set of positive measure and also
Ä 4 Thus we have proved that if J s 1 , then the condition on the average is satisfied with s 2. Repeating the same argument for the other possible Ž . choices of J, we can complete the proof of the validity of K . 2 
Ž .
Thus, it remains only to check that the degree condition K is satisfied. 
Now, we proceed with the computation of the degree, using two homotopies. Ä 4 Let ) 0, with -min ␦ , 1rR , be sufficiently small and such that all the positive zeros of h 0 are contained in the open bounded set
The existence of such a set comes from the first part of the theorem. w x Ž . 3 For g 0, 1 , we consider the system in ‫ޒ‬ ,
Ž . for x G R. Similarly, we can see that z -R and z -R. Ž . where G 1 is a suitable constant to be fixed later. Ž . Ž . 3 Ž . Suppose that z s z , z , z g ‫ޒ‬ is a solution of 23 for some Ž . yields to a contradiction with the second equation in 23 . Hence, we find that z -R. Similarly, we can show that z -R and z -R. claim that also z ) 0 and z ) 0. At first, suppose by contradiction that 2 3 Ž . z s z s 0. In this case, from the third equation in 23 , we have that 2 3 Ž . 0 Ž . 0 Ž . 1 y h 0, 0, 0 q R s 0, which is impossible as h 0 ) 0. 
